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ABSTRACT: The targets of the preparation was ability up-degree, which incorporates exchange of better innovation to weavers, inspiring the weavers to receive the equivalent and furthermore help in giving better access to market to the items, so their efficiency, quality and profit could be improved. Under the changed preparing program, an arrangement was made for the recovery of the prepared weavers in the influence loom division by giving appropriate preparing and monetary help for obtaining hardware and giving edge cash to working capital.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The handloom segment assumes an essential job in the economy by giving immediate and backhanded work to millions the nation over. There has dependably been a requirement for specialized improvement of the handloom part so as to make it increasingly aggressive versus the power loom and the manufacturing plant divisions. Accordingly, the improvement of handloom area has been getting due consideration in each arrangement beginning with the initial Five Year Plan. In view of the proposals of the powerful Committee\(^1\), set up to recommend measures for the advancement of the handloom division, the Ninth Plan accentuated the requirement for generation of attractive things by the handloom area, expertise up degree of the weavers, welfare bundle to improve the living of the weavers and work shed-cum lodging plans alongside changed undertaking bundle plot. The Tenth Five Year Plan went for guaranteeing better access to inputs like yarn, colors, and synthetic structures and credit to the handloom division, making of brand personality and situating in worldwide market alongside welfare estimates, for example, aggregate protection conspire, wellbeing bundle and so forth.

II. IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING

Learning is the point at which the learner accomplishes something to himself. When we set out to prepare individuals, we trust that this procedure of preparing will be a synchronous one in such a case that nothing is scholarly, the mentor is sitting idle and exertion. Preparing is teaching in the subject and training another representative. (The vital thing is that the new representative obtains a feeling of pride in his activity). Preparing is additionally showing a representative another expertise or process and enlarging the learning of the worker by giving preparing identifying with his present employment. Preparing is additionally refreshing (i.e.) keeping the staff side by side of current improvements, new materials and procedures. There are brilliant techniques for helping the learning procedure like visual guides, close circuit TV, and so on which help to uphold focuses in a fascinating way. One of the strategies to
complete fruitful preparing is to sort out a progression of short talks or shows given by our own senior work force with sufficient time for inquiries. At last the coach needs to depend upon individual way to deal with spur the understudies, and it is a key measure behind the achievement of the strategies, gave the understudies proof an inclination for information. Any preparation program for an association ought to be structured explicitly to address its issues.

III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The handloom segment in Tamil Nadu has not just endured yet additionally developed in specific areas throughout the decades. Tamil Nadu has a few well known focuses with explicit assortments of handloom material weaving. Handloom is one of the biggest financial exercises in Tamil Nadu which utilizes about 3.52 Lakh individuals including 90144 associated specialists. Presently, Tamil Nadu is the third biggest handloom mechanical state in India after Assam and West Bengal. The meantime, the quantity of intensity looms have expanded in the state. This has brought about, the power loom weavers, masking themselves as handloom weavers, snatching openings implied for handloom part, including the plans, assortment, exclusions from extract and deals obligations and so on. This has gone to the degree that control loom fabrics going for fare disguised as handloom materials. Attributable to profitability contrasts the costs of intensity loom items are normally lower thus purchaser inclination for power loom materials are higher. In this manner, handloom weavers leaving handlooms for work in power loom area and different occupations is generally seen in the State. The nature of the preparation in an association is viewed as the most vital factor that decides the accomplishment of the association. The facts confirm that an use on instruction, Training and advancement of human asset isn't fundamentally utilization however a speculation which expands efficiency and the Productive Capacity of work. When preparing is successful, its outcomes deliver numerous extraordinary points of interest for the association, chief and its workers. It is evident from this explanation that the weavers must be created to play out their errands successfully for an association. It was visualized along these lines that information created from this examination would empower handloom weavers in Tamilnadu to survey its preparation work all the more basically, with the goal that the preparation and improvement program would be progressively viable and profitable to both the workers furthermore, the association.

Objectives of the Study

The study has following objective:

✔ To evaluate the effectiveness or impact of the Training Programme with reference to their improvement in skill, productivity, wage earning capacity etc.

Hypothesis of the Study

H₀: There is no significant association between various dimensions of training and development programme and effectiveness of training and development programme.

H₁: There is a significant association between various dimensions of training and development programme and the effectiveness of training and development programme.

Scope of the study

The extent of the present examination is attempted to assess the impact of training in handloom weavers in Tamilnadu. It is an experimental examination dependent on essential and auxiliary information got from the Primary Weavers’ Handloom Societies working in the territory of Tamil Nadu in a relative form. The investigation principally centered on the examination of training programme of handloom units in wording cost and gainfulness structure of chose handloom items produced by the unit. Further, the money related examination of the handloom units was led to assess the execution in the zone of long haul also, transient dissolvability position; productivity of advantages usage, and by and large benefit of the unit.
Sampling Design
Six districts i.e., Kancepuram, Erode, Dindigul, Kumbakonam, Coimbatore and Ramanathapuram were chosen based on grouping of the units and uniqueness of the area in the handloom generation delineate. As needs be, six regions from 20 handloom circles have been chosen as test regions (Sample outline). Besides, the examiner chose the required number of test units (483 units) from each of the example region based on individual extent of populace of each Sample district to the total population of selected sample district.

Limitations of the Study
The investigation principally relies upon both essential and auxiliary information acquired from the essential handloom weavers' social orders. A portion of the example units in Tamil Nadu considered for the investigation was not keeping all the pertinent data required for the examination, particularly cost data about the creation of various item things. Here, the analyst has acquired such data through close to home talk with authorities of the units.

Analysis and Interpretation
The following table presents the association between various dimensions of training programme and its effectiveness measured through Karl Pearson coefficient correlation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>process and its operation</th>
<th>Skill of Handloom Weaving</th>
<th>Competencies</th>
<th>Work Habit</th>
<th>Behavioral Perspectives</th>
<th>Management Perspectives</th>
<th>Evaluations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>process and its operation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.587</td>
<td>.749</td>
<td>.670</td>
<td>.689</td>
<td>.846</td>
<td>.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill of Handloom Weaving</td>
<td>.587</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.634</td>
<td>.511</td>
<td>.613</td>
<td>.622</td>
<td>.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competencies</td>
<td>.749</td>
<td>.634</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.765</td>
<td>.780</td>
<td>.823</td>
<td>.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Habit</td>
<td>.670</td>
<td>.511</td>
<td>.765</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.816</td>
<td>.721</td>
<td>.838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Perspectives</td>
<td>.689</td>
<td>.613</td>
<td>.780</td>
<td>.816</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.767</td>
<td>.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Perspectives</td>
<td>.846</td>
<td>.622</td>
<td>.823</td>
<td>.721</td>
<td>.767</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluations</td>
<td>.899</td>
<td>.730</td>
<td>.905</td>
<td>.838</td>
<td>.875</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ho: There is no significant association between various dimensions of training and development programme and effectiveness of training and development programme.

H13: There is a significant association between various dimensions of training and development programme and the effectiveness of training and development programme.

Procedure and activity of preparing towards essentially corresponds with preparing on expertise of handloom weaving, preparing on abilities, work propensity, conduct viewpoints and the executives points of view at the 1 percent dimension of centrality. Preparing on expertise essentially connect with preparing skills, work propensity, social points of view and the board viewpoints at the 1 percent dimension of huge. Work propensity essentially relate with preparing skills, social points of view, and the executives viewpoints at the 1 percent dimension of huge. A work propensity essentially connects with conduct points of view and returns the executives’ viewpoints at the 1 percent dimension of noteworthy. Behaviourl viewpoints fundamentally connect with the board points of view at the 1 percent dimension of noteworthy.
There is a critical connection among procedure and activity, Skill of Handloom Weaving, Competencies, Work Habit, Behavioral Perspectives, the executives Perspectives and the general assessment of preparing. Henceforth, the determined esteem is not exactly the table esteem ($p^{**}<0.01$) where $H_0$ is rejected and $H_1$ is acknowledged.

IV. CONCLUSION

The new Millennium will be one of information and rivalry. The handloom weavers in Tamilnadu will subsequently try to make each weaver work a current one with satisfactory open doors for self-improvement. At whatever point a requirement for learning demand emerges in the framework the association should find a way to refresh the information and expertise of the weavers by sorting out preparing programs. Successful preparing and advancement assessment procedures are required to quantify change in individual, and group in regard of authoritative productivity and viability.
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